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Reaching the Heights
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spellings are Long I spelled EIGH - height, heights, sleight, and spelled 
EYE - eye. These two sound spellings are so unique that there are just four words to 
cover both. See Sounds & Their Spelling Patterns, 3rd Ed., p.21, which also covers Long I 
spelled IS and AIS (as in island and aisle).

SNAPWORDS®: LIST V: answer, being, begin, stood, teach. When you teach answer, point 
out the ER ending, and pronounce the word so that the S makes a sound so they will 
remember that letter.

SUFFIXES: There is no suffix focus in this book.

PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords® and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to picture the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. What did Enrico want to do when he was young?
2. How much did Enrico practice his juggling?  
3. Describe some of Enrico's acts.
4. Why did the audience like watching Enrico so much?

1. He wanted to have his own juggling act. 2. 12 hours a day. 3. Answers will vary.           
4. Because Enrico's acts were amazing, and because he was known for being kind and 
friendly.
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In the world of juggling, one man reached 
heights that have not been matched by 
anyone else. This man was Enrico Rastelli. 
Enrico was born into an Italian circus family 
in 1896. Being part of a circus family helped 
Enrico begin his career early.
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Enrico’s parents would teach him balancing 
and aerial tricks so that when he was 13, he 
could begin to perform with them.  

Before too long, Enrico had the answer to 
the question of what he would do with his 
life. He didn’t want to practice sleight of 
hand. He wanted his own juggling show, and 
by age 19, he had it!
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